An Interpretation of Biological Metabolites and their Reactions Based on Relation Degree of Compound Pairs in KEGG XML Files
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Abstract—Biological pathways can be characterized as networks and grouped as metabolic pathways, gene regulatory networks, gene interaction networks and signal transduction pathways. It is important that edge crossings in biological pathway diagrams are kept to a minimum by strategic placement of vertices for simplification. The basic graph layout technique deals with the problem of positioning the vertices in a way to maximize understandability and usability in a graph. However, when dealing with a very large number of nodes in a global metabolic pathway, strategically positioning vertices is not enough. Understanding the properties of the metabolites and the biological reactions is crucial to pave the way for the formulation of new strategies for further development of automatic layout for global metabolic pathway. In this paper, we provide a statistical analysis of metabolic reactions based on the parsing result of publicly available XML files in KEGG. The analysis leads to a new node-abstracting scheme according to the newly defined concept, ‘relation degree of compound pairs’. The concept would suggest valuable information to software developers for graph-based visualization tools for analyzing networks in cell biology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in large-scale experimental technologies have resulted in an accumulation of unmanageable biological pathway data. Due to the large number of possible interactions, there is a great need for computer-assisted tools to manage the experimental data.

Biological pathways can be characterized as networks and grouped as metabolic pathways, gene regulatory networks, gene interaction networks and signal transduction pathways. Especially, graphical diagrams are intuitively helpful in understanding metabolic pathways. The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG, http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg) [1], a valuable resource in this research, provides a metabolic pathway database that contains graphical diagrams in the form of wiring diagrams. Original KEGG Pathway diagrams are manually drawn and stored as bitmap image files. These single pathways are displayed as interactive image maps with links to additional information on enzymes and to adjacent pathways.

However, metabolic studies, used to be dedicated to a single pathway, recently began to focus on the multiple pathways [2]. KEGG now provides the KEGG Metabolism Atlas by manually combining about 120 existing metabolic pathway maps as shown in Figure 1 [3]. However, static approach to represent metabolic pathway diagrams still offers no flexibility.

While the computer-assisted automatic layout scheme
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is preferred, NP-hard problems are still left to find solutions for the automatic layout of biological pathways with respect to aesthetics. A current state-of-the-art survey in this field reveals that research and development in automatic layout of biological pathway maps are still in infancy, at least from an aesthetic perspective. [4-8]

Aesthetic criteria have been developed to increase the comprehensibility of automatically produced graphs. Such criteria include: minimizing the total number of edge crossings, minimizing the area of the drawing, displaying the symmetries of the graph, and minimizing the smallest angle between two edges adjacent to the same vertex. Through several experiments however, it has been proven that reducing the number of edge crossings is the primary aesthetic to consider [9]. Thus, it is crucial for software developers to understand the properties of the metabolites in the reactions in order to strategize approaches to produce a better layout.

When parsing and analyzing documents of KGML, the KEGG Markup Language is a good method of understanding the properties of metabolites and their reactions. In this paper, we provide a parsing result of a publicly available database with its statistic analysis, KEGG, using our KGML parser. Additionally, we suggest a node-abstracting scheme according to the concept of ‘relation degree of compound pairs’ we defined in this paper and investigated a group of compounds which are exclusively related to each other.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF KGML PARSING MODULE

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a general-purpose specification for creating custom markup languages by allowing users to define the mark-up elements. More specifically it is to help KEGG use an XML format for the metabolic pathways discussed in this paper. The molecular reaction network is the most unique data object in KEGG, which is stored as a collection of pathway maps in the PATHWAY database.

Figure 1. KEGG metabolism Atlas (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/atlas/metabolism/) is a new graphical interface to the KEGG suite of databases.
As of KEGG Release 47.0+07-01 of July 08, 94,068, KEGG pathways are generated from 372 reference pathways. Figure 3 is an example of well-formed XML document of the KEGG Map00630, corresponding to Figure 1. Each object is identified by the KEGG object identifier, consisting of a five-digit number prefixed by an upper-case alphabet, such as C00101 (Chemical compound: 00101), and R01394 (Reaction: 01394), or prefixed by a 2-4 letter code for PATHWAY such as map00630.

In dealing programatically with an XML document, it must first be parsed to enable access to the data in the document by the application using the parser. The KGML Parser module is dedicated for parsing KEGG Markup Language (KGML), an XML representation of KEGG pathway maps. The parsing module of KEGG XML files has been implemented on Eclipse platform and has been deployed with Sun's J2SE Reference Implementation. Three classes, KGMLParser, Handler, and DBCConnector represent the domain model of the system, based on MVC (Model-View-Controller) model. A great challenge encountered with this is to develop automated and tractable techniques to ensure static-type safety and ultimately optimize the program. This includes basic reasoning tasks involving complex constructions [10].

### III. Parsinig Results and Analysis of Metabolic Pathway XML Documents

#### A. In/Outgoing Edges of Compounds

In a global pathway, positioning vertices impact the number of edge crossings in a layout even more than in a single pathway. Especially, compounds with a higher number of in/outgoing edges have greater influence on automatic graph layout schemes. Therefore, perceptive strategies in dealing with those compounds are required in order to achieve a better readable visualization of the graph from a graph-theoretic perspective.

In metabolic pathways, each compound could be a substrate or a product in several reactions of pathways in metabolism. An edge serves as a connection between a substrate and a product in a reaction. The numbers of in/outgoing edges of each compound were counted by searching reaction data that we obtained from parsing KGML files.

**Implementation**

Metabolite reaction information obtained from KGML documents are saved in a table named 'reaction' in database. Table 1 shows its table schema. The composite primary key consists of 'mapID' and 'rID(reaction ID)'. 'Reversible' field states if a reaction is reversible. While sub1 and prod1 are required to have values, the others could be null if a reaction only has one substrate and one product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mapID</th>
<th>rID</th>
<th>sub1</th>
<th>sub2</th>
<th>prod1</th>
<th>prod2</th>
<th>reversible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Char(9)</td>
<td>Char(10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boolean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The schema of table 'reaction', which contains metabolite reaction information parsed from KGML documents.

A snapshot of the program code for counting in/outgoing edges of each compound is shown in Figure 2. If the compound engages in a reaction as a substrate, the number of product compounds in the reaction becomes the number of outgoing edges, and vice versa.

```java
/**
   * @param compoundID
   * @return the number of in/outgoing edges
   */
   public int countEdgeNum(String cpID)
   {
     String query = "select distinct * from reaction where" + " where (sub1 = "+ cpID + ") or (sub2 = "+ cpID + ") + or (prod1 = "+ cpID + ") or (prod2 = "+ cpID + ");
     ResultSet rs;
     int count = 0;
     try {
       rs = db.getQueryResult(query);
       while(rs.next())
       {
         if(rs.getString("sub1") == null
            && rs.getString("sub2") != null ||
            rs.getString("sub1") != null
            && rs.getString("sub2") == null)
           count++;
         if(rs.getString("prod1") == null
            && rs.getString("prod2") != null ||
            rs.getString("prod1") != null
            && rs.getString("prod2") == null)
           count++;
       }
     }
   }
```

Figure 2. A code snapshot of the method for finding the number of in/outgoing edges of a compound

**Analysis**

In total, 4382 compounds that appear at least once in a single pathway were observed in this analysis. Figure 3 shows a graph of a number of compounds according to the number of in/outgoing edges. 2862 compounds, which take up 65.3% of the total compounds, take part in less than two reactions. The compound with the greatest number of edges is C00024, with 76 edges connected.
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B. Relation Degrees of Compound Pairs

Definition

As was mentioned in Section III.A, approximately 70% of all compounds have less than two edges. To narrow down the analysis within those compounds, we define the term relation degree of a compound pair as the number of compounds that appear through existing reactions between two compounds. Figure 4 shows an example with a reference pathway in KEGG. There are 5 compounds connected between two compounds C11522 and C05442. Those are C11523, C15782, C15783, C08821, C01753, and they have two in/outgoing edges, which means that they appear only once in one pathway. In this case, we state that the relation degree of the compound pair (C11522, C05442) is 5 and it is denoted as ‘RD(C11522, C05442) = 5’.

Implementation

To express a compound’s link to other compounds in a reaction, a data structure called CompoundNode was defined. An object of CompoundNode has two linked objects. The compound to the left is termed ‘leftCompound’ and the one to the right, ‘rightCompound’. Since we are only dealing with compounds with less than two edges here, the terms leftCompound and rightCompound are adopted simply to describe two connected compounds. Note that those terms do not imply any direction of the actual reaction. A chain of CompoundNode objects is contained in a CompoundGroup. CompoundGroup object takes a pair of two CompoundNode objects as a constructor parameter and consists the group with connecting elements between the pair. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the snapshots of a part of each code.

```java
public class CompoundNode {
    private CompoundNode leftCompound;
    private CompoundNode rightCompound;
    private String cpdName;
    private int linkedNum;
    private boolean hidden;
    private boolean visited = false;

    public CompoundNode(String cpdName) {
        this.cpdName = cpdName;
        linkedNum = 0;
    }

    public void setVisited() {
        visited = true;
    }

    public boolean insert(CompoundNode compound) {
        if(leftCompound == null) {
            linkedNum++;
            leftCompound = setToRightCompound(compound);
            return true;
        } else if(rightCompound == null) {
            linkedNum++;
            rightCompound = setToLeftCompound(compound);
            return true;
        }
        return false;
    }

    public boolean hasMoreCompounds() {
        if(this.hasNextRightCompound())
            return true;
        else return false;
    }
}
```

Figure 3. The number of compounds versus the range of the number of edges

Figure 4. KEGG reference pathway of ‘Steroid biosynthesis’ shows an example of the relation degree of the compound pair (C11522, C05442).

Figure 5. A code snapshot for CompoundNode.java
Algorithm

Compounds with less than two edges form a candidate group for pairing that is eligible to have a relation degree. Starting with one compound in the candidate group, it links itself with compounds to relate in a reaction. Those connected compounds recursively search a link until it meets a threshold; one of those have more than two compounds to relate (i.e. too many edges), which is the maximum number of connections allowed according to its data structure.

When both leftCompound and rightCompound meet threshold compounds, the program defines them as a pair and the number of compounds connecting between the pair becomes the relation degree of the pair. Below is a code snapshot used in the program searching for relation degree of compound pairs.

Analysis

While applying the algorithm explained above, we obtained a result of relation degrees for 839 pairs of compounds with an average relation degree of 2.14 as
shown in figure 8. When grouped with a compound pair and compounds that consist relation degree of the pair, a total of 2503 compounds are included in searched groups, where 1366 compounds belong to compounds in relation degree and 1137 compounds are represented in pairs.

Figure 8. The number of searched groups per each Relation Degree.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our attempts to visualize several metabolic pathways in a single map with an automatic graph layout have not been quite successful; although it has reduced a significant number of edge crossings in the graph layout, it still resulted in a perplexing diagram. Compound pairs that have a relation degree of more than 1 are expressed with blue icons and blue edges in Figures 9. Several compound nodes that make a relation degree between a compound pair are abstracted in a blue edge connected between two compounds of a pair.

Through this work, we learned the necessity of analyzing the characteristics of metabolites and reactions to strategize approaches for our goals of accomplishing desirable layouts for automatic graphs. Therefore, using our KGML parser and algorithm, we analyzed parsing results of KEGG XML documents and obtained statistical data regarding the number of in/outgoing edges of compounds and relation degrees of compound pairs as we defined in this paper.

In this paper, biological pathway analysis has been proposed based on a public metabolic database in an XML document parsing result. This establishes a preliminary step to provide automatic layout algorithms for multiple pathways, in the future. Without the analysis of the edges of compounds in the pathway map, visualizing all the pathways globally in a single atlas map would only yield a confusing diagram. A solid algorithm of graph layout based on this statistic analysis for automatic layout in biological networks will be left for future work.
Figure 9. A Snapshot of Nucleotide Metabolism (Purine Metabolism + Pyrimidine Metabolism) Automatic Layout, nodes abstracted with relation degree of compound pairs
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